To whom it may concern

VETERINARY PROCEDURAL NOTICE FOR AFRICAN HORSE SICKNESS CONTROL

The Veterinary Procedural Notice for African horse sickness Control (AHS VPN) and its attendant African horse sickness Control Standard Operating Procedural documents have been finalized and are available on the DAFF website (www.daff.gov.za> Branches> Agricultural Production, Health and Food Safety> Animal Health> Information> DAH Policy), the myhorse website (www.myhorse.org.za/ahsvpn) or from your local state veterinarian.

We would like to thank all those who participated in the public consultation process and all those involved in the drafting of these documents for their efforts.

In order to address the comments regarding the AHS infected zone received during the public consultation process and which were not within the scope of the AHS VPN, DAFF and the equine industry will draft a separate set of guidelines and recommendations tailored more specifically for the AHS infected zone.

Thank you for your support and consideration

Kind regards

Dr. Mpho Maja
DIRECTOR: ANIMAL HEALTH
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